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In the end, for the type of games being developed in that team. The user interface and even functionality that are being developed can affect the life cycle of your development team which you should consider before you decide what software tool is best for the job. I know it is difficult to find the answer but I am a developer myself and I will try and provide some more insight. You said that you are creating mobile games so: Do you need
to prototype? Is the mobile environment more suited to prototyping and ad hoc programming? You will need to prototype for games. This is mainly because in comparison to basic UI work mobile development has much more complicated software tooling. From my limited experience with mobile developers. I think that mobile developers seem to struggle more with different devices which does introduce some complexities like different
screen sizes and the different operating systems that they run on. Doing that sort of development in a 'hobby' environment is a pain and the fun of the mobile development is knowing how to prototype and test it on device Another thing to consider is the whole development process. In comparison to web development, mobile development is a bigger journey. Does the project require a lot of work testing and adjustments on various devices?
Does the development team need to go through a lot of different prototype environments Do they need to prepare for release? I would say that the testing and creation of mockups will be much easier with desktop development. Now with the different sizes of screens a different device maybe the next step after the proof of concept. I think that the biggest issue with mobile development is the lack of tools. The authoring tool is much more

difficult to work with than the internet and desktop based IDE's. This can be a big problem as you will need access to a powerful PC or mac to author your game. So I would say that working with web based application development is more universal and the limits of desktop development is not as much as you could think. Q: Need to wrap all elements around a fixed element i have a ul with some options, when you click an options element,
i want to display a new image above it. But the second image should have margin-top:50px, but only the options elements should have margin-top:0px Is that possible?
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